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The ".,alizalion that a well.designed building can improve slaff satisfaction

and increases the well-being 01 patients and visitors has become
widespread in hospital construction. Fortunately, operators and owners
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have al$O realized that a patient-oriented and staff-friendly environment,
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summarized in the expression Healing Architecture. benefils the enterprise
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in business and economic terms. The design of a hospital can, therefore,
be regarded as an interface where a wide range of issues intersect: sociocultural, political, medical. structural-spatial and. not least. economic and
business aspects,
However, the challenge that we face is the question of how Healing

mm~·~H~m· ,-~~mae.~K~~fimoa@"~w Architecture can be implemented in practice and. when one says "in
practice", that often means existing buildings. In many countries around
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the world, only a limited percentage of all healthcare construction projects
consist of new buildings. The majority involve expansion, modernization,
conversion or renovation. We find ourselves compelled to integrate our
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current concept of Healing Architecture into an inventory that is primarily
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characterized by buildings from the 1950s to 1970s; a period in which a
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hospital building boom took place in post-war Germany.
This legacy was not always carefully maintained in the past. Uncoordinated

F~~~~m~~~z.~~r~.Mn~~~~~.~~~ expansion projects and aimless patchwork planning depending on the
financial situation of the operator and authorities responsible for planning

.oi!~~a6tta~m~~~~~~~.m~~&~*&~~~ and investment support led to literaltrashing of hospital sites. This makes
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further sustainable structural and technical development of the buildings in
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ql.leslion mOra difficult. It is a task that can only be resolved on the basis of
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long-term strategic planning with the participation of all stakeholders from
both the operational and construction sides.
The hospital facilities of the 1950s to 1970s arose from the ideology of
a radical functionalism. Structural engineering and medical technology
innovations made development of the hospital into a compact. upward

m~.*~~wm~M~kF~~~~~.~~~.m~~~$~ ,eaching building possible. The stylistic freedom of mOdernism, interrupted
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by the Second World War, broke new ground in compositions of basic
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period. the ideal 1960s hospital, was Ihe "matchbox on a muffin" mOdel that
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geometric forms The size 01 hospitals grew in parallel 10 Ihe installation

of expensive medical technology equipment. The dominant type of Ihis
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arraflged nursing wardS in a high.,i!;e slab above a wider plinth building.

The attitude that gave rise to these buildings may become comprehensible if one
looks more closely at the words of the then

Br~ish

minister of heatth in 1946. He

"would rather be kept alive in the efficient altruism of a large

hosp~al

then die

in a smaller r.ospital's outpouring of warm sympathy: Here, size and efficiency
are diametrically contrasted with a humane, but inefficient, environment and
evaluated

pos~ively.

People counted on the power of medicine, technology and

functionalism. However. psychosocial aspects were neglected. The importance of
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the surrounding space. integration of green areas into building complexes and the
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on the increasingly detailed findings of neurosciences about human perception of

impact of daylight on pafients and sfaff were questioned. Today we can fall back
surrounding space Spafial impact on

wel~being.

which oould previously only be

guessed at, now appears 10 have a scientific basis.
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Consequenfly, our individualisfic society declines to make human well.
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environmental psychology entered the thinking of architects and doctors,
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there has been an attempt to link size and efficiency with a healing
environment - and prove this symbiosis to be health-promofing, which is the
objective of evidence-based design.
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being dependenf solely upon proper medical care. Since the findings of
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We were faced with this disparity, which arose from the different sociocultural viewpoints of two different generations, at the beginning of the
competifion for fhe university hospifal in Frankfurf at fhe furn of the century.
The universify hospital's cenfral building is a classic representative of this
"mafchbox on a muffin" fype, It was builf about 1970 as an addition and
new centre for the campus. which was originally erected on the Theodor
Stern Quay in pavilion style. and contained wards in a high rise slab that
sits on a broad care and freatment plinth. The campus lies in a prominent
posifion on fhe banks of river Main. which could not prevent the hospital
experiencing a loss of image at the end of the 1990s due to structural aging

~~-~ilj~ff*+,@W~ffl~Of7Bn@itilj~~M'ltffi~n and inefficiency, despite top medical performance. The exisfing building
If\ltll!!!ilj~~,~~iljt;~e~~$iII~Jl!it~ffa*~If\lt1' no ionger met modern requirements for medical technology equipment and
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structural standards. Changed work procedures required new deparfments,
the merger of functions and. thus. renovation and building extensions.
Consequenlly, parallel to the transformation of the hospifal into a public
law insfitution, a compefition for the re·organisation and revitalisation of
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the blJilding invenfory was announced, a major component of which was
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performance fo the

the task of communicating fhe university hospifal's reputation for medical
commun~y fhrough

an appropriate corporate identity.
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We won this competition;o 2001 by adding \wo very simple bul fundamental
components to the overall concept: light and orientation. Cleat structures
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were created for the 46-hectare campus and long-term perspectives
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In doing so, our main overall concept tor the campus' central building did
not question the architectural stylistic device - the simple geometric forms
_ of the modern movement. In fact, this formal language was continued.
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We added point and canopy to slab and surface and these are now the
elements that form the campus and o.ganile it as an u.ban space open 10
the banks of the Main. The deep ove.hanging canopy as an extension of Ihe
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ove.all o.ganiling main coorido. is Ihe grand welcoming gesture that inviles
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patients. visilors. slat! and studenls 10 ente•.

~*~."'\2~~.~~if;&~~."'-~*.~~~~~~ The oulside facilities are part of Ihis u.ban development intenlion 10 fully
~0~~.~.~~~.o~~~~.a.~~.~:~~~M. network lhe hospilal grounds and public riverbank lone. New focal points
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and shady places and areas or water with lily pads offer varied leisure
activities and uses for palienls and visitors.
The idea of integrating the central hospital building more strongly into the

public-urban space is continued in the design of the generously dimensioned
entrance hall, The hall tells patients and staff that they are in a place that
takes their concerns seriously and that they are entering a significant space
for an Important socio-cultural event-heal1hcare, The austere and often
qUite literally spatially depressing

objecti~ity

01 the 1970s entrance was

replaced by this broad, airy, transparent hall.
We also brought light into the plinth building of the existing structure.
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are established by a spacious patient garden in the southeast of the
ensemble and. in the northwest. an e~pansive forecourl that is conceived
and designed as public space. Green areas. seating and pathways. sunny
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Analysis found that the existing structure, based on a 7.2-metre grid that
is still common today, was

~ery

suitable for conversion and expansion - a

truly sustainable 1970s design decision, and one reason to decide upon
expansion and renovation rather than completely new construction. Primary
circulation is set at right angles to the main corridor and forms the backbone
of Ihe entire plinth, a tight-filled east-west axis that opens into the central
entrance hall, ensuring access 10 the entire hospital complex, It provides
recurring views into the greenery of the courtyards. Extending from the
'backbone' corridor, the primary circulation areas of individual deparlments
form the central bUilding's

'~ertebrae'

The result is a clear, hierarchical

circulation that makes orientation in the building easy and straightforward

and divides the compact volume of the plinth into human dimensions. The
~ifii~.i§tt.1'M.a;~lI'iIi~ifi.7",~"~a;"g~".,,, new main corridor and its new look restore the central role of the plinth as a

~~B}j.-rn~ll!~~.~*JrB}ja;~i§~m~~~ll!lita;~$lE hub between wards, entrance hall and teaching areas and thus the starting
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point for patients, staff, teachers and students.
The organizational structure and the existing building's 7.2-metre grid
are also continued in a four-storey expansion to the east, the East Wing.
It accommodates all of the surgical clinics, the new university hospital
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operations centre with 16 operating theal,es and Ihe intensive care ward with
a total of 153 beds In this building. the small CliniCs are arranged pavilion_

style. They are connected by glass-enclosed passages and interspersed
with green areas. Light filled public areas ,,.,sul! that nevertheless do nOl
destroy the human dimenSions, inslead repeatedly offering opportunities for

privacy. A helicopter pad is connected directly to Ihe operation centre on the
lower floors by lifts.
The entrance zone with ils all-embracing canopy stretches between the
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old (plinth level) and new (east wing) buildings. The movement of people
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clear he,e The elective patient takes a staircase to reaCh registration in the
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in the hospilallhrough the various levels of the building complex becomes
basement while emergency patients are admilled at a separate entrance.
The visitor reaches the first floor via a gently sloping ramp. All of the service
and communication facilities are here. This is where student life meets
hospital operation. In expansive surroundings, the connection to patient
rooms in the high-rise slab begins here. This is also where the building
opens onto the patients' garden.
A university hospital naturally lives by linking teaching, research and clinic
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construction, were added to the campus composition as Ireestanding
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An essential component 01 the project was the task 01 making Franklurt
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operations. Therefore. a special role on the new campus should also
be assigned to researchers and students. Two researCh and laboratory
buildings. a lecture theatre building and a luture Medicum. currenlly under
buildings. lunctionally and visually connected to the hospital by Ihe
organising element 01 the canopy They stand conlidenlly at the edge of the
river, placing the world of science and teaching across Irom the world of
banking and business on the opposite bank.
University Hospital's reputation visible to the outside world once more
by means 01 a new, contemporary fao;:ade design. And, 01 course, the old
buildings had to be brought up to the state of the art in terms of construction
and structural engineering. Some reinlorcement of the load-bearing structure
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was necessary as was removal of harmful subslances, such as asbestos. In design terms, a
uniform. discrete appearance was sought for the plinth building

w~h

the gleaming white slab of the

ward building rising aoove il
In the 1970$ the balustrade area ollhe ward building was enclosed with a typical strip fa~ade

"-

consisting of Uuee-parl, exposed·aggregate precast components_ This facade had 10 be cleared
of harmful substa"ces a"d, following i"stallatio" 01 a" additio"al 15 ce"timetres ot i"sulatio",
clad i" rear_ve"tilated white alumi"ium pa"els. Their elo"gated, "arrow shape emphasizes the
horizo"tality of the or;gi"al lao;:ade layout. 0" the south side 01 the ward slab the white ski" is
i"lerrupted by two large areas where the fao;:ade breaks dow" i"to rows ot balco"ies i" fro"t of
the patie"t rooms. The golde", shimmeri"g slidi"g lamella eleme"ts i" tro"t of the strip wi"dows
create a coloured accent between these two areas. They provide su" protectio" i" the corridor
areas
The existing fao;:ades in the plinth area war treated i" a Similar ma""er. They also received a rear_
ve"tilaled cladding of 66 cm x 375 cm metal panels pai"ted in a" anthracite shade that is reserved
i" compariso" to the ward high rise. Here, vertical, rotati"g alumi"ium lamellas are i"stalled i"
fro"l of tha strip windows al'ld flush with the balustrade fao;:ade. They ara motor-drive" a"d e"sura
good privacy from outside a"d glare a"d su" protectio" i"side.
All re"ovatio" measures were carried out with a view to optimizi"g e"ergy co"sumptio" i" the
exisli"g buildi"gs. A"d it is tha"ks to resolute pursuit ot this objective that the results are better
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than the specifications of the German Federal Energy Savings Ordinance (EnEv 2014).
The overridi"g planni"g goal of bri"gi"g as much light as possible i"to the buildi"9 was rigorously
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implemented, making use of every possible opportunity. I" stairways, corridor e"ds a"d specialuse rooms such as halls, confere"ce a"d meeti"g rooms. there is lull-height glaZing executed i"
aluminium transom al'ld mullion Iraming. The green i"terior courtyards, important buildi"g blocks i"
the lighting concept. are designed to be particularly bright a"d frie"dly, with white enamelled glass
and generous window spaces
The Frankfurt University Hospital ca" now look forward to being evaluated as especially staff and
patient friendly. It was possible to combine old and new, urban life and healthcare in a futureoriented concept that leaves room for the ideas and ideologies of future generations. The overall
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project was able to achieve added value for the Frankfurt University Hospital. This added value
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not only relates to visual quality, but also to the operational organization of the campus and
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greater patient and staff satisfaction.~
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